
Vivint is a leading smart home technology provider 
that creates simple, affordable smart home solutions. 
The organization is involved in all areas of smart home 
technology, including home security, energy management, 
home automation, local cloud storage, and high speed 
Internet solutions. Vivint’s goal is to help create a smarter 
home with intelligently designed products to simplify a 
homeowner’s life. 

Mavis Rumble, HR Specialist, administers visas at Vivint and deals 
with the complexities of handling visas and other documents to 
help get employees through the immigration process firsthand.  
“I was overseeing I-9s for a few months before I stepped 
into visas. I believe this helped me prepare for Visas. There are 
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some similarities to it, but there are deeper immigration policies I had to learn regarding the different 
work visas,” she says. Because the immigration process is so complex, it is difficult to manage without 
having the proper support and resources – a feeling Mavis understood all too well. 



Being in charge of visa process within a company can be stressful — the 
immigration process is complicated and can be time consuming, foreign 
nationals going through the visa process can be anxious and have a ton of 
questions, and keeping track of myriad of paperwork that is required from the 
employer and from the employee can be an organizational nightmare. 

“I would say green card cases require detailed processing to H-1B cases. 
Of course, there is a lot to process for both cases, but both employee and 
employer have more to do for green card sponsorship,” Mavis says. She often 
gets emails from employees going through the process who have questions or 
want to know the status of their case. 

In order to help streamline the immigration process and create a more positive 
employee experience, Mavis looked to Envoy as a solution. 

Immigration can be highly emotional given the table stakes involved for foreign nationals thinking 
of leaving their countries to start new jobs somewhere new. The employees can experience a lot of 
frustration, anxiety, and uncertainty, making HR’s job that much more difficult. 

“This position that I hold helps me reassure employees of their visa process,” Mavis says. “It’s important for me 
to make them feel that we’re doing the best we can and that we’re available for them during this whole process.” 

While working through the visa process, employees often have questions that Mavis might not know the 
full answer to and being able to direct those questions to Envoy’s affiliated attorneys helps her reassure the 
employees. “It is important for employees to know the status of their visa process, therefore I advise them that 
if there are any questions I can’t answer for them to always go back to Envoy and ask the attorneys,” Mavis says.
 
That reassurance and making sure the employee has full transparency into their case can help make them 
feel empowered, which is so important given that they’re in a situation where they have very limited control. 

“With the Trump administration, we have no control over when an approval will come through for work 
visas and/or receipt notices,” Mavis says. “But what we can control is the application process and making 
sure that all documentation needed is properly submitted to its entirety.’” Understanding what is required, 
both from the employer and from the employee, is critical to getting through the visa process successfully 
and efficiently, and Envoy helps Mavis keep everything organized so the information is always a click away. 

REASSURING EMPLOYEES MAKES THE VISA PROCESS SMOOTHER 

“Envoy is amazing at helping  
us stay organized!”



Staying on top of every employee’s visa case can be extremely difficult, but Mavis finds Envoy’s email 
reminders and visa organizer valuable in keeping her updated so she can share necessary information 
with her teams. With one look at the visa organizer, she has all the information she needs and can let 
everyone know the status of their cases. 
 
Mavis shares what she finds most helpful: “The email reminders from Envoy and the visa organizer are 
great tracking methods for me when reporting back to my team on case statuses. Envoy is amazing at 
helping us stay organized!”  

Envoy’s affiliated attorneys’ quick responses help her feel secure. “I love the Communication Center on 
Envoy! I know that if I need legal advice and/or questions on cases, there is a quick response I receive from 
the Attorney,” Mavis shares.  

Beyond helping keep Mavis’s team organized, the Envoy platform helps her get employees involved in 
their visa process by having them upload some of their required documents on their own. “Employees 
need to feel a sense of accountability and responsibility with the visa process. Envoy has set action items 
up in a way that both the employer and the employee need to complete. There is a sense of unity in this 
which I love, and it is definitely a collaborative effort,” Mavis says. 

Collaboration and open communication is key to helping employees feel a sense of ownership in the 
visa process. “As complexed as visas are, with immigration policies and such, it is important to note that 
communication is key in getting things done,” Mavis says. “Having that open communication between 
employer, employee, and the Attorney means we need to work together to achieve success. Collaboration 
is everything!’” 

HELPING HR TEAMS STAY ORGANIZED MAKES  
THE VISA PROCESS MORE EFFICIENT

BOTTOM LINE: OPEN COMMUNICATION AND REASSURANCE IS KEY 


